Multiple Intelligences
Different Strokes for Different Folks
Howard Gardner’s Multiple Intelligences Theory
Professor, Harvard Graduate School of Education; author, The Shattered Mind, Frames
of Mind; projects: MACOS with Jerome Bruner, Project Zero research team
Views on Intelligence: “…the capacity to solve problems or to fashion products
that are valued in one or more cultural setting…people have a unique blend of
intelligences...multiple intelligences are needed to live life well…”

Seven Initial Intelligences
Verbal – Linguistic Intelligence involves sensitivity to spoken and written
language, the ability to learn languages, and the capacity to use language to
accomplish certain goals. Study techniques include studying by limited highlighting,
rewriting and outlining information, and discussing information with others.

Logical – Mathematical Intelligence consists of the capacity to analyze
problems logically, carry out mathematical operations, and investigate issues
scientifically. Study techniques include studying by creating graphs and charts, outlining
information in a logical progression, analyzing information, and finding patters in
information.

Musical Intelligence involves skill in the performance, composition, and
appreciation of musical patterns. Study techniques include studying with music playing
in the background, putting information to beats or rhythms, creating rhythm out of words
learned, and taking a creative break while studying.

Bodily – Kinesthetic Intelligence entails the potential of using one's whole body
or parts of the body to solve problems. Study techniques include studying moving while
studying (pacing while learning new information), moving fingers under words as you
read them, and creating games to learn new information.

Visual – Spatial Intelligence involves the potential to recognize and use the
patterns of wide space and more confined areas. Study techniques include using visual
aids when studying (i.e. graphs, maps, pictures, and color), trying to visualize
information learned, and using stimulating images when studying.

Interpersonal Intelligence is concerned with the capacity to understand the
intentions, motivations and desires of other people. It allows people to work effectively
with others. Study techniques include studying in groups, teaching others information as
you learn it, and discussing information with others.

Intrapersonal Intelligence entails the capacity to understand oneself, to
appreciate one's feelings, fears and motivations. Study techniques include visualizing
information, keeping a journal, reflecting on personal meaning of ideas, and studying in
a quiet place.
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Intrapersonal
Intelligence
• reflect. mediate. contemplate. consider.
ponder. empathize. sympathize.
wonder. individualize. analyze. infer.
interpret. dream. isolate. introspect.
feel. self-asses. retreat. internalize.
intuit. daydream.

Verbal – Linguistic
Intelligence
• articulate. discuss. describe. summarize.
paraphrase. interpret. analogize. name.
detail. illustrate. converse. process.
compose. express. elaborate. speak.
verbalize. dramatize. debate.
communicate. embellish.

Logical –Mathematical
Intelligence

Interpersonal Intelligence
• counsel. interview. link. confer. catalyze.
organize. relate. group. connect. mobilize.
empathize. coordinate. collaborate. join.
associate. manage. commiserate. interact.
mediate. perceive.

• analyze. test. sequence. classify. order.
solve. figure. map. generalize. plan.
abstract. experiment. prioritize. estimate.
segment. deduce. debate. analogize.
induce. discern.

Visual – Spatial
Intelligence

Musical Intelligence
• harmonize. infer. synthesize.
interpret. pattern. compose.
transpose. design. orchestrate.
translate. synchronize. sound-out.
play. record. tap. vibrate. intonate.
texturize. beat. sequence. repeat.
associate. symbolize. listen. perceive.

• rotate. conceptualize. image. design.
combine. juxtapose. construct.
maneuver. alter. map. conceive.
diagram. orient. symbolize. model.
picture. represent. sketch. depict.
visualize. align.

Bodily – Kinesthetic
Intelligence
• flex. activate. manipulate. mime.
choreograph. gesture. signal. improvise.
demonstrate. balance. expand. express.
motion. extend. bend. assemble. mold.
crunch. stretch. suggest. feel. sense.
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